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Full-field X-ray nanotomography based on a Fresnel zone plate offers a

promising and intuitive approach to acquire high-quality phase-contrast images

with a spatial resolution of tens of nanometres, and is applicable to both

synchrotron radiation and laboratory sources. However, its small field of view

(FOV) of tens of micrometres provides limited volume information, which

primarily limits its application fields. This work proposes a method for

expanding the FOV as the diameter of the objective zone plate, which provides

a 400 mm FOV at below 500 nm resolution with Zernike phase contrast. General

applications of large-volume nanotomography are demonstrated in integrated

circuit microchips and Artemia cysts. This method can be useful for imaging/

analyzing industrial and biological samples where bulk properties are important

or the sample is difficult to section.

1. Introduction

X-ray microscopy offers complementary capabilities of optical

and electron microscopy, while bridging the resolution gap

between these two methods. X-ray computed tomography

(CT) in particular allows the nondestructive visualization and

3D reconstruction of both the external and internal structures

of an object. The easy application and powerful capabilities

have enabled its widespread use in medical diagnostics,

industrial testing and scientific research. However, the reso-

lution of projection-based X-ray CT devices is limited to the

micrometre scale, mainly due to the spot-size limitations of

the available X-ray sources. The increasing demand for higher

resolution in X-ray CT has led to the accelerated development

of smaller and brighter X-ray sources (Wenz et al., 2015;

Larsson et al., 2016). Recently, absorption-contrast X-ray CT

with an �100 nm spatial resolution has been demonstrated

using an advanced X-ray source with �250 nm spot size

(Müller et al., 2017; Ferstl et al., 2020). Grating-based phase-

contrast X-ray CT is also being actively studied in parallel to

improve the contrast (Pfeiffer et al., 2006). X-ray holotomo-

graphy (Cloetens et al., 1999; Burg et al., 2020; Reichardt et

al., 2020; Martı́nez-Criado et al., 2016), which takes Fresnel

diffraction images at multiple propagation distances and

computes a phase image, has also been recently introduced

to achieve �100 nm resolution images using a spot size of

�50 nm (Cheng et al., 2014). However, such a small beam can

only be realized when using coherent lights and state-of-the-

art X-ray optics. Up to now, the implementation of projection-

based, phase-contrast and real-space X-ray CT with a resolu-

tion of �100 nm remains a challenge.

CT imaging with a resolution of tens of nanometres has

been realized using high-brilliance synchrotron X-rays
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combined with zone plate optics. Full-field transmission X-ray

microscopy (TXM), also known as real-space microscopy,

is the most popular method for capturing Zernike phase-

contrast images. Currently in hard X-ray TXM-CT, the prac-

tical 3D resolution and field of view (FOV) are �30 nm and

�30 mm, respectively (Liu et al., 2011; Ge et al., 2018). Thus,

mosaic processing is required when the sample is larger than

the FOV. This process is inevitably sensitive to mechanical

errors, which result in incomplete CT images. An FOV of

�100 mm was achieved with �100 nm resolution in specific

optical systems using a grating condenser (Stampanoni et al.,

2011; Rau et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Kaira et al., 2019). In

these systems, �100 mm FOV can be realized; however, it is

difficult to obtain CT images of 100 mm samples due to the

limitation of the depth of focus (DOF) of the objective

zone plate.

In this study, we propose a simple way to enlarge the FOV

of TXM-CT without coherent X-rays and condenser optics,

which delivers a 400 mm FOV and Zernike phase-contrast

images at below 500 nm resolution. Because of its

simplicity, it can be applied to both synchrotron and labora-

tory sources.

2. General concept

A full-field TXM is typically composed of condenser optics, an

objective zone plate, a phase plate, scintillator, objective lens

and detector. A glass capillary or grating functions as the

condenser optics, which collect the X-rays in the form of a

hollow cone and focuses it onto the sample. The focused light

generates image information as it passes through the sample,

and is magnified by the zone plate. The ratio between the

numerical apertures (NA) yields the coherent factor L =

NAcondenser /NAzoneplate. The resolution of the system is defined

as R = S(L)� /NAzoneplate, where S(L) is the degree of

coherence and equals 0.58 (L ’ 1.2) to 0.82 (L = 0), and � is

the wavelength of light (Born & Wolf, 2013). Combined with

the zone plate equation NA = � /2�r, the resolution can be

simplified to R = 1.16�r (L’ 1.2), R = 1.22�r (L = 1) and R =

1.64�r (L = 0). Here, �r is the outermost zone width of the

zone plate. Although the TXM method offers the advantage of

obtaining a uniform image at high resolution, its application to

large size samples is limited. The applicable sample size (i.e.

the FOV) is defined by the focused beam size on the sample

plane. The sample should be moved and several images have

to be stitched when the sample size is larger than the FOV.

Such a stitching method produces an uneven background

(Kyrieleis et al., 2009; Andrews et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015).

Additionally, moving the rotational axis of the sample to

obtain 3D images inevitably causes a driving error, thereby

degrading the resolution. Thus, it is difficult to acquire CT

images of large volumes using conventional TXM-CT

and stitching.

Here, we propose a way to enlarge the FOV of TXM-CT.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the basic principles of the large-volume

TXM-CT (LV-TXM-CT). A key feature of this method is that

the collimated light is used without the condenser to extend

the FOV as the diameter of the zone plate. When a sample is

irradiated with a well defined collimated beam, its magnified

image is formed on the detector based on the same principle as

that of a simple magnifying glass. However, the zeroth-order

beam transmitted through the zone plate and higher-order

images are simultaneously displayed due to the diffraction

characteristics of the zone plate. Thus, a large FOV can be

realized if all beams except the +1st order beam are blocked.

In our study, two beam stoppers were used, and a large FOV

image (A3) was obtained by stitching together two semi-

circular images (A1 and A2). As there is no motion except for

sample rotation, the 3D resolution is only affected by the

rotational motion error.
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Figure 1
(a) Schematic layout for large-volume full-field X-ray nanotomography. (b) Example of a copper mesh sample. Half of the two images (A1 and A2) are
extracted and then stitched together (A3).



The proposed method is an off-axis illumination (OAI)

technique when L = 0 (NAcondenser = 0). TXM using OAI

method has already been studied both theoretically and

experimentally (Lee et al., 1995; Takeuchi et al., 2002). The

resolution is therefore 1.64�r at the optical axis but is in fact

0.82�r because NAzoneplate is doubled at the edge, as reported

in a previous study (Lim et al., 2013). Though the resolution

varies by a factor of two depending on the location, an

�100 nm resolution can still be achieved over the entire FOV

if �r = 100 nm. It should be noted that, in some regions, the

resolution is better compared with the case of a typical TXM

setup, i.e. L = 1 (R = 1.22�r).

The Zernike phase-contrast method can be used to improve

the image contrast. This can be achieved by installing a phase

plate (a thin metal film) with a micrometre-sized hole at the

back focal plane of the zone plate. A quarter-wavelength

phase delay between the transmitted (zeroth order) and

scattered light (higher orders) is generated, resulting in

Zernike phase contrast. However, a sideband artifact appears

because most of the illumination is not on the optical axis.

Laterally shifting the illumination to a single side enables

higher orders of scattered light to be collected by the zone

plate, contributing to image formation. The other side tends

to miss all the higher-order scattered light. This ensures

constructive and destructive interference between the zeroth

order and higher orders, producing a pseudo 3D appearance

in the image. This phenomenon becomes noticeable as the

sample is moved away from the optical axis. The sideband

artifact and Zernike phase contrast only affect the periphery

and interior of the sample image, respectively. Although the

artifact slightly degrades the image resolution, most of the

FOV is not significantly affected. We will discuss this aspect

further with an example in Section 3.

LV-TXM-CT can be realized by acquiring the transmission

images while rotating the sample, similar to a conventional

TXM-CT. If a conventional TXM-CT obtains (50 mm)3 of

volume information, then in comparison the LV-TXM-CT can

at the same time obtain (400 mm)3, which is 500� greater. In

CT imaging, the depth of focus (DOF) is a factor that should

be considered. In general, the DOF is simply defined as

�4�r2/� based on the zone plate and wavelength. For

example, if the energy of light is 12.4 keV (� = 0.1 nm) and

�r = 100 nm, the DOF is �400 mm. Thus, it can be seen that

LV-TXM-CT with an FOV of 400 mm can be easily realized

when using hard X-rays. There have been in-depth studies on

the DOF in scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM)

(Maser et al., 2000), but no quantitative study has reported

the resolution degradation when a sample is out of the DOF in

conventional TXM-CT. We will discuss this in detail in the

following section.

3. Proof of concept

The LV-TXM-CT experiment was conducted at the BL7C

spectroscopic X-ray Nano Imaging beamline (sXNI) at the

Pohang Light Source-II (Lee et al., 2017). Bright X-rays were

generated using an in-vacuum undulator and monochromatic

X-rays of 6.36 keV were then selected using a liquid-nitrogen-

cooled double-crystal monochromator (DCM). Diverging

X-rays were focused on the sample using bendable horizontal

and vertical focusing plane mirrors. In this experiment, the

mirrors were bent to collimate the beam. A tungsten objective

zone plate with an 80 nm outermost zone width, 400 mm

diameter and 1 mm thickness (made by Zoneplates Ltd) was

used for imaging. A scintillator-coupled optical microscope

composed of thin scintillation crystals (15 mm-thick Tb:LSO)

with a 20� optical objective and large-area optical CCD

(U16MF, Apogee) composed of 4096 � 4096 sensors with

9 mm square pixels functioned as the detector. The X-ray

energy was fixed at 6.36 keV to obtain Zernike phase contrast

using a holed aluminium-film phase plate of 3.78 mm thickness.

The diameter of the hole was 20 mm. A high-precision

air-bearing rotation stage (RT150U, made by Lab Motion

Systems) was used for CT imaging. CT images were obtained

using the filtered back-projection method, and the 3D volume

images were rendered using 3D imaging software (Avizo,

Visualization Sciences Group). When collimated X-rays pass

through the zone plate, +nth-order diffracted beams are

focused in the direction of the optical axis (here, we consider

only zeroth-order and +1st-order beams). The postive first-

order diffracted beams obey the lens-maker formula, having

an efficiency of less than �10%. However, the zeroth-order

beam transmitted at �60% efficiency is directed to the

detector. Thus, the zeroth-order beam must be securely

blocked to precisely measure a relatively weak positive first-

order diffracted beam. For this purpose, two beam-stoppers

are used. The beam-stopper in front of the sample cuts the

beam into a semicircle [first beam-stopper in Fig. 1(a)] and

produces a collimated semicircular light beam. The second

beam-stopper located immediately in front of the scintillator

blocks the transmitted zeroth-order beam so that only the

+1st-order diffracted beam is directed to the detector. The

edge of each beam-stopper is located at the centerline of the

zone plate, thus preventing the transmission of the zeroth-

order beam. As the undulator radiation from the synchrotron

source is composed of partially coherent light, edge diffraction

occurs when it passes through the edge of the beam-stopper.

A thin gold film (thickness = 25.4 mm, transmittance =

1.2� 10�5 % at 6.36 keV) was used as a beam-stopper by laser

cutting the edge to minimize edge diffraction and scattering.

Fig. 1(b) shows a mesh image with a period of 12.5 mm and an

FOV with a diameter of 400 mm. A1 and A2 represent the

normalized images of the raw data showing half the sample,

while A3 is the stitched image. A closer observation indicates

that the out-of-focus +2nd-order diffraction image appears

faint in the regions outside the FOV, but has no significant

effect on the +1st-order diffracted image as it is weak (<1%)

and defocused. A small part of the image appears overexposed

at the center, as the zeroth-order beam passes through a fine

gap between the edges of the two beam-stoppers. It makes

an artifact-like distorted image in the center of the image.

Though there are minor issues to be resolved, we confirmed

that an acceptably even image is produced within the

entire FOV.
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We first imaged a resolution test target to quantify the

resolution based on the position (Fig. 2). The width of the

Siemens pattern at the center of the target is 30 nm to 480 nm.

The resolution was checked by measuring the pattern at

various positions. Patterns larger than �200 nm can be

distinguished when located in the center of the FOV. The zone

plate used in the experiment has �r = 80 nm, which implies

that the expected resolution is �100 nm. However, an

�200 nm resolution at the center is reasonable, as the effective

pixel size is �p = 98 nm due to the limited pixel size of the

detector. Fig. 2(b) shows a pseudo-color image of the inter-

polated resolution measured at different points. The x and y

axes are the coordinates in the sample plane. Fig. 2(c) shows

the power spectra (azimuthally averaged) at three different

positions (P1, P2 and P3) along the y axis. The highest reso-

lution can be observed at the center, while the resolution is up

to two times lower when we move away from the center. An

isotropic trend is seen along the radial direction. Interestingly,

this result is the exact opposite of what we expected (the

resolution at the center is two times lower than the resolution

at the edges). As described in a previous study (Lim et al.,

2013), OAI imaging presents a more prominent resolution

difference between the horizontal and vertical directions as

the sample moves away from the optical axis [Fig. 2(d)]. It is

true that using OAI imaging helps to increase the resolution in

1D but introduces aberration and sideband artifacts, which

effectively lower the resolution in the 2D image. This aspect

has also been reported in OAI lithography (Benk et al., 2015).

As a result, in the middle of the FOV (within a diameter of

�200 mm = half the diameter of zone plate), the resolution

of the system is reasonable (in the range 200–300 nm) and

determined by the effective pixel size (because �p > �r), but

gradually decreases in the outer part.

The resolution within the FOV is not

uniform and ranges from 200 nm to

500 nm, but is sufficient to characterize

the sub-micrometre-sized features.

The DOF is an important limitation

for volumetric reconstructions in CT

imaging because it is smaller than the

FOV in a typical TXM. To quantita-

tively determine the DOF of the LV-

TXM-CT, the visibility [= (Imax � Imin)/

(Imax + Imin)] of the target pattern was

measured while scanning�500 mm from

the focus position along the optical

axis [Fig. 2(e)]. Following the Gaussian

fitting of the measured values, a DOF ’

330 mm was obtained by measuring the

width corresponding to 80% visibility

[Fig. 2( f)]. This is significantly different

from the generally accepted theoretical

value (DOF = 4�r2/� = 132 mm) in our

case, as we are considering the DOF

of the focused beam with respect to

uniform plane-wave illumination. In

optical microscopy, Berek derived a

formula that takes the magnification

into account, which has subsequently

been modified in various ways (Berek,

1927). There have also been in-depth

studies on the DOF in STXM. They

showed experimentally that the DOF

is �4.88�r2/� (Maser et al., 2000).

According to the equation, its theore-

tical value (322 mm) is in agreement

with our experimental value. Thus, a

slightly lower resolution is expected at

the sample edge when considering a

400 mm-thick sample.

The 3D resolution of the LV-TXM-

CT was experimentally determined by

imaging a test sample. The resolution
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Figure 2
2D resolution characteristics using (a) a resolution test pattern. (b) Pseudo-colored resolution
distribution, (c) power spectrum density and (d) Siemens target images at different positions in the
FOV. (e, f ) DOF evaluation based on the visibility of line plots of Siemens targets with respect to the
defocus distance.



test sample consists of copper powders and silica particles

of 10 mm and 1 mm size, respectively, which were randomly

packed in a 300 mm-diameter borosilicate capillary. Fig. 3(a)

shows the volume-rendered image of the sample and Figs. 3(b)

and 3(c) show the randomly selected slice images. According

to the Crowther criterion (Crowther et al., 1970), N ’ �D/d,

where N is the number of projection images required for full

Fourier domain sampling to reconstruct a 3D object of size D

at an isotropic spatial resolution d. Thus, for a 400 mm sample,

3140 projection images are required to obtain a 3D image at

400 nm resolution. In this experiment, 3600 projection images

were captured for a 400 mm (H) � 200 mm (V) FOV (i.e. we

used one semicircle illumination) from 0� to 180�. The copper

powders were clearly visible without any motion error

correction due to a high-precision air-bearing rotation stage,

which has an error <100 nm along both the rotational and the

vertical directions. In contrast, images of the silica particles

and capillary were slightly faint. Copper experiences a 40�

greater phase delay than silica due to differences in the

refractive index (�4) and thickness (�10) at E = 6.36 keV.

This phase difference causes contrast differences in the

Zernike phase-contrast image. The slice images show

randomly packed silica, copper powders and empty space. The

sideband artifacts, which were not visible in copper powder at

the center [Fig. 3(b2)], are clearly visible at the capillary rim

[Fig. 3(c2)]. These pseudo 3D appearances are visible at the

periphery of the copper powder in the outer parts of the FOV,

while the Zernike phase contrast appears inside the silica and

copper powder in the entire FOV. The artifact depends on

the size and refractive index of the sample. When we closely

observe the aggregated silica in the outer parts of the FOV, the

3D appearance is rarely visible and does not severely degrade

the image quality [Fig. 3(d)]. As a common resolution metric,

Fourier ring correlation (FRC) is used to quantify the repro-

ducibility of the frequency content of the image spectrum

(Heel & Schatz, 2005). Choosing the threshold corresponding

to an average information content of 1/2 bit per pixel, the

FRC indicates estimated resolutions of 204 nm and 310 nm,

depending on the positions [Fig. 3(e)]. As with 2D resolution,

3D resolution also decreases with increasing distance from the

rotational axis. Considering that the sample is 300 mm in size,

these values are consistent with the 2D resolution [Fig. 2(b)].

Thus, within at least 300 mm FOV, we can conclude that

the artifact does not significantly overshadow the advantages

offered by the large FOV 3D images.

4. Practical applications

We demonstrate the general applic-

ability of the LV-TXM-CT system using

practical samples having sub-milli-

metre-sized nanostructures. The first

sample is the integrated circuit (IC)

microchip, which is often used as an

X-ray microscopic sample because it

has well defined metal nano-structures.

The metrology of microchips, wherein

billions of circuit elements are arrayed

in precise patterns, is a major challenge

for manufacturers who need to verify

which fabrication lines come off and

how they should be designed. Recently,

the 3D nanostructure of a micro-

processor has been visualized at 15 nm

resolution using X-ray ptychography;

however, its FOV is limited to 10 mm

(Holler et al., 2017). In this experiment,

we extracted a part of the Pentium 4

processor (630, Prescott) fabricated by

the Intel Corporation. This was manu-

ally extracted to obtain a large sample,

due to which the sample does not

appear clean in the optical microscopic

image. A total of 1800 projection images

(rotation angle steps of 0.2�) were

acquired, each with an exposure time of

10 s. The effective pixel size was 90 nm.

The processor is fabricated using a fine

linewidth of 90 nm. Fig. 4(a) shows the
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Figure 3
3D resolution evaluation. (a) Volume-rendered image of the 1 mm silica and 10 mm copper powders
in a capillary. (b)–(c) Reconstructed slice images and enlarged images of copper powders. (d)
Enlarged image of silica particles aggregated at the rim of a capillary. (e) Estimation of the
resolution at different positions [yellow region in (b1) and (c1)] using the Fourier ring correlation
method.



CT image of the microchip for a size and depth of �360 mm

and �17 mm, respectively. It has five layers of electrical wires,

which results in a complex volume image [Fig. 4(a)]. Fig. 4(b)

shows the depth images of each layer from the top (L1) to the

bottom (L5). The linewidth of the wires varies from 3 mm to

300 nm. As expected, the finest wire of 90 nm was not resolved

due to the limited resolution. Even though the images have a

relatively low resolution, we believe that this is sufficient to

visualize bulk structures and investigate the wiring and layer

dimensions, interconnection failures, short circuits, defects

and cracks.

We next considered the Artemia cyst sample, which is an

attractive crustacean model with an ultrastructure in extre-

mophile biology. The surface of the Artemia cyst has evolved

to enable its survival in salt lakes with high pH, low oxygen

levels, osmotic pressure, dryness and dramatic temperature

changes. The key to survival is to remain dormant in the

cyst for months until the optimal incubation conditions are

met. Thus, the mechanism of cyst shell formation and its

measurement is an interesting experiment. The shell structure

containing aeropyles, alveoli, multi-lamellae and fibers has

been uncovered using electron microscopy. In this experiment,

an alive dormant Artemia cyst (brine shrimp) was placed in a

thin capillary without staining, fixing or any pre-processing.

Here, 900 projection images were acquired. The exposure time

was set to 2 s to minimize thermal damage from radiation. The

effective pixel size was increased to 360 nm to shorten the

exposure time. Fig. 4(d) shows the 3D volume image of the

Artemia cyst, with an optical microscopic image in the inset.

The image shows that hundreds of embryos remain protected

within the �10 mm-thick shell. The boundaries between the

embryos are not clearly distinguished as they are surrounded

by the liquid nutrient. Fig. 4(e) shows the enlarged cross-

section of the shell that consists of a cortical layer (CL), an

alveolar layer (AL) and cuticular membrane (CM). The

cortical layer is composed of cuticulin which covers the outer

surface. The alveolar layer – known to be composed of

�360 nm pores that contain the brine for moisture retention,

osmotic pressure balance or thermal insulation – is not

resolved clearly in the CT image. However, the interlayer

boundary could be clearly distinguished. It is important to

note that the sample does not experience any damage because

the X-rays are not focused on the sample plane, which results

in a relatively small dose compared with conventional TXM-

CT. This demonstrates that LV-TXM-CT with Zernike phase

contrast can be used for imaging various soft samples such as

biological specimens, polymers and liquid drops.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated a method for large-volume full-field trans-

mission X-ray nanotomography, which delivers a 400 mm FOV

and Zernike phase-contrast images at below 500 nm resolu-

tion. The simple setup can be easily incorporated in tube-

source based projection X-ray CT and currently operational

synchrotron-based TXM. Though there remain some issues

(anisotropic resolution and artifacts) to be solved, this method

is well suited for imaging research samples containing internal

micrometre structures that are difficult to section or stain. This

method increases the FOV of a typical TXM, but still corre-

sponds to a ratio of �1000 between resolution and FOV. The

current FOV and spatial resolution are determined by the

camera and effective pixel sizes rather than by the zone plate,

which can enable a 1 mm FOV at sub-100 nm resolution when

using a large, high-definition camera. We believe that our

proposed approach can used be used to explore areas

previously unseen with projection-based X-ray CT, and can

potentially expand the application fields of conventional

TXM.
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Figure 4
Application examples. (a) Volume-rendered image of an integrated
circuit, (b) depth-specified images of each layer and (c) optical
microscopic image. (d) Volume-rendered image of an Artemia cyst and
the optical image (inset). (e) Enlarged cross-sectional image of a cyst
shell.
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